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We present a comprehensive new global QCD analysis of polarized inclusive deep-inelastic scattering,
including the latest high-precision data on longitudinal and transverse polarization asymmetries from
Jefferson Lab and elsewhere. The analysis is performed using a new iterative Monte Carlo fitting technique
which generates stable fits to polarized parton distribution functions (PDFs) with statistically rigorous
uncertainties. Inclusion of the Jefferson Lab data leads to a reduction in the PDF errors for the valence and
sea quarks, as well as in the gluon polarization uncertainty at x ≳ 0.1. The study also provides the first
determination of the flavor-separated twist-3 PDFs and the d2 moment of the nucleon within a global PDF
analysis.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.074005

I. INTRODUCTION
The last few years have witnessed tremendous progress in
our understanding of the basic decomposition of the proton’s
spin into its quark and gluon constituent parts, both in terms
of moments of spin-dependent parton distribution functions
(PDFs) and in their dependence on the momentum fraction x
carried by the individual partons [1–4]. Recent data on
inclusive jet [5] and pion [6,7] production in polarized pp
collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), as
well as double spin asymmetries from open charm muon
production at COMPASS [8], have led to significant
improvement in the determination of the polarized gluon
distribution at small x [9]. New results on longitudinal
single-spin asymmetries in W  boson production [10,11]
are also yielding better constraints on the polarization of sea
quarks and antiquarks.
In fixed-target deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments, new high-precision data from Jefferson Lab on
polarized protons [12–15], deuterons [15,16] and 3 He nuclei
[17–19] are yielding a wealth of information on nucleon spin
structure at lower energies. As well as improving the
constraints on the large-x behavior of polarized PDFs, the
new results are also providing new insights into nonperturbative quark-gluon interaction effects through higher-twist
contributions.
In a previous study [20], the Jefferson Lab Angular
Momentum (JAM) Collaboration performed a first analysis
of inclusive longitudinal and transverse polarization data
down to low values of four-momentum transfer squared
Q2 ð¼1 GeV2 Þ and hadronic final-state masses squared W 2
(¼3.5 GeV2 ), systematically taking into account finite-Q2
and nuclear corrections that are necessary at these
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kinematics. The increased statistics afforded by the weaker
cuts—almost doubling the number of DIS data points—
resulted in more reliable determinations of PDFs, particularly at large values of x. In order to avoid dealing with the
complications associated with higher-twist and nuclear
corrections, many PDF analyses impose more stringent
cuts on Q2 and W 2 , which unfortunately eliminates much
of the data at the highest x values.
Most of the existing phenomenological spin-dependent
PDF analyses [21–25] also utilize standard PDF fitting
technology, in which single fits are performed assuming a
basic parametric form for the PDFs, with the parameters
obtained by minimizing the overall χ 2 of the fit. The PDF
errors are then typically computed using the Hessian or
Lagrange multiplier methods. A drawback of this approach
is that some of the shape parameters do not play a significant
role in describing the data, and attempts to fix their values
can be rather arbitrary due to correlations among the
distributions. In some cases this can lead to overfitting,
with the χ 2 per degree of freedom χ 2dof ≪ 1. Furthermore,
since the χ 2 is a highly nonlinear function of the fit
parameters, in general there will be many solutions and
multiple local minima. In practice, the extensive experience
gained over the past two decades with global QCD analysis
of leading-twist PDFs can be exploited to render relatively
stable results through judicious choices for the starting
parameters in the χ 2 minimization. One can also tune the
number of free parameters in the fits to reduce the number of
solutions, even though the solutions can never be guaranteed
to be unique. On the other hand, very limited experience
exists in fitting parameters for higher-twist distributions
[20,26,27], for which the signals are generally smaller and
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the kinematic window for maximizing the sensitivity of the
fits to their presence is significantly narrower.
Because of these complications, in this work we propose
an alternative approach to global PDF analysis, based on a
new iterative Monte Carlo (IMC) fitting technique that
allows a more robust extraction of both leading and highertwist PDFs, with statistically rigorous PDF uncertainties.
The idea behind this new iterative approach is to systematically transform the priors obtained initially from a flat
Monte Carlo sampling into posteriors that are distributed
consistently with the information contained within the
data. Our method shares some similarities with other
Monte Carlo approaches, such as that by the NNPDF
group [28], who also employ data resampling techniques
but use neural networks instead of traditional parametrizations. In particular, we retain the basic parametric form used
in standard PDF fitting, but maximally explore the parameter space using Monte Carlo sampling, together with data
resampling and cross-validation of the fit. This avoids
systematic biases introduced by performing single fits
based on an initial guess of the starting PDF parameters,
and obviates the necessity of fixing parameters that are not
well constrained by data.
To offset the additional expense associated with performing thousands of fits in the IMC approach, we perform all
our calculations in Mellin space, in analogy to the methodology adopted by the DSSV group [9,21]. This requires
the implementation of fast evaluation of nuclear smearing
[29–31] and target mass corrections (TMCs) [32–36], both
of which involve additional integrations in x space. In
practice this is achieved by precomputing tables of
moments which can be retrieved during the computation
of inverse Mellin transforms. Within this approach the
TMCs can be evaluated to all orders in M2 =Q2 , where M is
the nucleon mass, instead of just including several loworder terms in the expansion [20].
Another improvement in our new theoretical framework
is in the treatment of higher-twist contributions to the spindependent g1 and g2 structure functions. In Ref. [20] the
twist-3 part of g2 was parametrized in terms of a light-cone
quark model-inspired function of x with three parameters,
while the twist-4 part of g1 was fitted using a spline
approximation for the x dependence of the 1=Q2 term, with
knots for the spline at several different x values. Here we
adopt for both the twist-3 and twist-4 contributions to g1
and g2 the same generic functional form as for the leadingtwist PDFs, including for the first time a separation into
individual u and d flavors (we assume the higher-twist
contributions, which are more relevant at large x values, to
be small in the strange-quark sector). In addition, we
include TMCs for the twist-3 distributions [33], along with
the standard mass corrections for the twist-2 PDFs, as well
as Q2 evolution of the twist-3 functions [37,38].
As in the previous JAM analysis [20], we use the
measured A∥ and A⊥ asymmetries, whenever available,

instead of the derived A1 asymmetry or g1 structure
function to avoid uncertainties associated with inconsistent
use of spin-averaged structure functions in the extraction of
the spin-dependent observables. We include new data sets
with high-precision A∥ and A⊥ asymmetry measurements at
Jefferson Lab from the “eg1b” [14,16] and “eg1-dvcs” [15]
analyses on the proton and deuteron, and new results from
the E06-014 experiment on 3 He from Hall A [17,18]. Also
included are the most recent A1 measurements on the
proton from COMPASS [39]. To more directly isolate the
impact of the new data sets and assess the systematics of
our new methodology, we restrict the current analysis to
inclusive DIS data only. A full analysis of all data,
including semi-inclusive DIS, and inclusive jet and π
production in polarized pp collisions, will be presented
in a forthcoming publication [40].
In Sec. II of this paper we present a brief review of the
basic observables in spin-dependent DIS, and summarize
the essential results for the g1 and g2 structure functions at
finite Q2 , including the effects of target mass, higher-twist
and nuclear corrections. Our fitting methodology is discussed in Sec. III, where we describe the Mellin space
technique and the details of the iterative Monte Carlo
procedure. Section IV summarizes the data used in the
current fit, and the results of the global analysis are presented
in Sec. V. Here we systematically study the stability of the
results with respect to cuts on the data for different minimum
values of W 2 and Q2 , in order to establish the extent of the
kinematics over which the formalism can provide a reliable
description of the data. For the optimal cuts determined by
the stability of the moments and the χ 2 values, we present in
Sec. V B a detailed comparison of the fitted results with all of
the measured polarization asymmetries from the earlier and
new experiments.
The impact of the new Jefferson Lab data on the PDFs
and their uncertainties is discussed in Sec. V C, including
the most precise determination to date of the x dependence
of the twist-3 distributions. The extracted twist-2 and
twist-3 JAM15 PDFs are presented in Sec. V D, along
with the fitted residual higher-twist contributions to
the structure functions, including the Q2 dependence of
the d2 moments of the twist-3 distributions. Finally, in
Sec. VI we summarize our results and preview future
extensions of this work.
II. FORMALISM
In this section we give a brief review of the basic
framework for polarized DIS, including the formulas for
the measured polarization asymmetries, and the essential
results for the spin-dependent structure functions in the
operator product expansion of QCD. We also review
the unpolarized structure function input that is needed
for the extraction of the spin-dependent PDFs from the
measured asymmetries.
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A. Observables
The inclusive polarized DIS experiments used in this
analysis measured cross section asymmetries for lepton
scattering from a stationary target with various combinations of target and lepton spin, with the latter always
aligned or antialigned with the direction of the lepton beam.
While some experiments also measured absolute cross
section differences [17–19], here we only use the polarization asymmetries.
In the most general case, with the target polarization
pointing in a direction given by spherical polar angles θ
and ϕ relative to the direction of the momentum transfer
vector q, the measured asymmetry is defined as
σ↓ − σ↑
σ↓ þ σ↑
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cos θ 1 − ϵ2 A1 þ sin θ cos ϕ 2ϵð1 − ϵÞA2
¼
;
1 þ ϵR

A¼

ð1Þ

where the arrow ↑ (↓) denotes the spin of the lepton along
(opposite to) the beam direction. The variable
2ð1 − yÞ − 12 γ 2 y2
ϵ¼
1 þ ð1 − yÞ2 þ 12 γ 2 y2

ð2Þ

A∥ ¼

σ ↓⇑ − σ ↑⇑
¼ DðA1 þ ηA2 Þ;
σ ↓⇑ þ σ ↑⇑

ð3Þ

A⊥ ¼

σ ↓⇒ − σ ↑⇒
¼ dðA2 − ζA1 Þ;
σ ↓⇒ þ σ ↑⇒

ð4Þ

where the kinematical variables here are given by
yð2 − yÞð2 þ γ 2 yÞ
;
2ð1 þ γ 2 Þy2 þ ð4ð1 − yÞ − γ 2 y2 Þð1 þ RÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ð1 − yÞ − γ 2 y2
D;
d¼
2−y

D¼

4ð1 − yÞ − γ 2 y2
;
ð2 − yÞð2 þ γ 2 yÞ

ζ¼γ

2−y
:
2 þ γ2y

A1 ¼

ðg1 − γ 2 g2 Þ
;
F1

A2 ¼ γ

ðg1 þ g2 Þ
;
F1

ð6Þ

with the ratio R given in terms of the spin-averaged
structure functions by
R¼

ð1 þ γ 2 ÞF2 − 2xF1
:
2xF1

ð7Þ

At large values of Q2 , the variables η and ζ in Eq. (5)
vanish, and the longitudinal and transverse asymmetries
become proportional to A1 and A2 , respectively. In this case
the polarization asymmetry A1 ≈ g1 =F1, and has a simple
interpretation in terms of parton distributions, as we
discuss next.
B. Structure functions in QCD

is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse photon polarizations, where y ¼ ν=E is the fractional energy transfer
from the lepton in the target rest frame, γ 2 ¼ 4M2 x2 =Q2 ,
and x ¼ Q2 =2Mν is the Bjorken scaling variable. In
Eq. (1), A1 and A2 are the virtual photoproduction asymmetries, and R ¼ σ L =σ T is the ratio of the longitudinal to
transverse virtual photoproduction cross sections. For the
case where the target polarization is either along (⇑) or
perpendicular to (⇒) the beam direction, the general
expression for the asymmetry in Eq. (1) reduces to the
longitudinal and transverse asymmetries, defined by

η¼γ

spin of the lepton is fixed but that of the target is flipped), if
parity-violating effects can be neglected. The virtual photoproduction asymmetries can be expressed as ratios of spindependent (g1 and g2 ) and spin-averaged (F1 and F2 )
structure functions,

ð5Þ

These definitions for the asymmetries are consistent with
the ones commonly found in the literature (in which the

In the leading-twist (twist τ ¼ 2) approximation the g1
structure function can be computed in terms of spindependent PDFs,
ðτ2Þ

g1 ðx; Q2 Þ
1X 2
¼
e ½ðΔCq ⊗ Δqþ Þðx; Q2 Þ þ ðΔCg ⊗ ΔgÞðx; Q2 Þ;
2 q q
ð8Þ
where Δqþ ¼ Δq þ Δq̄ is the sum of the quark and
antiquark PDFs, Δg is the gluon PDF, and ΔCq and
ΔCg are the respective hard scattering coefficients, calculable in perturbative QCD. In this analysis we use the hard
scattering coefficients computed to next-to-leading-order
(NLO) accuracy, as is standard in all global spin PDF
analyses. The symbol
R “⊗” denotes the convolution integral,
ðΔC ⊗ ΔfÞðxÞ ¼ x1 ðdz=zÞΔCðzÞΔfðx=zÞ. In the leadingtwist approximation, the g2 structure function is given in
terms of the twist-2 component of g1 via the WandzuraWilczek relation [41],
Z 1
dz ðτ2Þ
ðτ2Þ
ðτ2Þ
2
2
g2 ðx; Q Þ ¼ −g1 ðx; Q Þ þ
g1 ðz; Q2 Þ: ð9Þ
x z
Defining the Nth moments of the g1;2 structure functions as
Z 1
g1;2 ðN; Q2 Þ ¼
dxxN−1 g1;2 ðx; Q2 Þ;
ð10Þ
0

ðτ2Þ

one finds that the lowest (N ¼ 1) moment of g2
the Burkhardt-Cottingham (BC) sum rule [42],
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ð11Þ

While these results are, strictly speaking, valid in the
Bjorken limit (Q2 → ∞, x fixed), at finite values of Q2
power-suppressed [Oð1=Q2 Þ] corrections to the structure
functions can make important contributions in some
kinematic regions. The simplest of these are the target
mass corrections, which in the operator product expansion
are associated with matrix elements of twist-2 operators
with insertions of covariant derivatives [43]. These do not
alter the twist classification, but lead to corrections to the
structure functions that scale with the Nachtmann variable
ξ, where [43,44]
ξ¼

2x
;
1þρ

ρ2 ¼ 1 þ γ 2 :

ð12Þ

For the target mass corrected g1 structure function, one
has [32,33]
ðτ2þTMCÞ

g1

ðx; Q2 Þ

x ðτ2Þ
ðρ2 − 1Þ
¼ 3 g1 ðξ; Q2 Þ þ
ξρ
ρ4


Z 1
dz ðx þ ξÞ ð3 − ρ2 Þ z ðτ2Þ
−
ln g1 ðz; Q2 Þ;
×
ξ
2ρ
ξ
ξ z

ðτ2þTMCÞ

ðτ2þTMCÞ

ðτ2Þ

þ g1

ðτ2Þ

þ g2 ;

g1 ¼ g1

g2 ¼ g2
ð13Þ

while the g2 target mass corrected structure function is
given by
g2

ðτ2Þ

with g1;2 replaced by g1;2
is still satisfied, provided
the integration of the second term is extended to
1=ð1 − M2 =Q2 Þ, which corresponds to evaluating the target
mass corrected structure functions in Eqs. (13) and (14) up
to ξ ¼ 1. Moreover, the BC sum rule is also satisfied for the
ðτ2þTMCÞ
target mass corrected structure function g2
.
In addition to the kinematical TMCs, structure functions
in the operator product expansion receive contributions also
from higher-twist terms which are associated with matrix
elements of quark-gluon or multiquark operators. As with
the TMCs, these vanish at large Q2 , but at low Q2 values
(Q2 ∼ 1 GeV2 ) they can play an important role in DIS. Of
course, if Q2 is too small, then the expansion in 1=Q2
will not be convergent; however, at low, but not too low, Q2
values there will be a window in which the higher-twist
contributions themselves can be extracted from data
[53–56]. Keeping only the higher-twist terms that contribute at the lowest order in ∼1=Q2 , we use the following
expansion for the structure functions:

g1

x ðτ2Þ
g ðξ; Q2 Þ
ξρ3 1


Z
1 1 dz x
3ðρ2 − 1Þ z ðτ2Þ
þ 4
− ðρ2 − 1Þ þ
ln g1 ðz; Q2 Þ:
2ρ
ξ
ρ ξ z ξ

¼−

ð14Þ
Note that in the presence of TMCs, the finite-Q2 structure
functions in Eqs. (13) and (14) are nonzero at x ¼ 1,
vanishing only in the ξ → 1 limit. The nonvanishing of the
target mass corrected structure functions at x ¼ 1 is usually
referred to as the “threshold problem” [45–47], and has
been discussed at length in the literature [48–52]. In
practice, the kinematics where this problem becomes
relevant are restricted to the nucleon resonance region, at
values of W 2 far below those where a perturbative QCD
analysis is applicable.
ðτ2Þ
The Q2 dependence of the massless limit functions g1;2
on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (13) and (14) is due to the
perturbative QCD evolution of the twist-2 distributions
themselves. Clearly in the large-Q2 limit, when ρ → 1 and
ξ → x, Eq. (14) reduces to the Wandzura-Wilczek relation,
Eq. (9). However, even in the presence of TMCs, Eq. (9)

ðτ3Þ

ðτ4Þ

þ g1 ;

ð15Þ
ð16Þ

where, with the exception of the twist τ ¼ 4 term, each of
the other (τ ¼ 2 and 3) contributions implicitly contains
TMCs. In particular, for the twist-3 part of the g1 structure
function, one has [33]
ðτ3þTMCÞ

ðx; Q2 Þ

ðτ3Þ

ðx; Q2 Þ ¼

ðρ2 − 1Þ
Dðξ; Q2 Þ
ρ3


Z
ðρ2 − 1Þ 1 dz
ð3 − ρ2 Þ z
−
3−
ln
ρ
ξ
ρ4
ξ z
× Dðz; Q2 Þ;

ð17Þ

where the function D is expressed in terms of twist-3 parton
distributions,
X
e2q Dq ðx; Q2 Þ:
ð18Þ
Dðx; Q2 Þ ¼
q

Similarly, for the target mass corrected twist-3 part of the g2
structure function one has [33]
Z
1
1 1 dz
ðτ3þTMCÞ
2
2
g2
ðx; Q Þ ¼ 3 Dðξ; Q Þ − 4
ρ
ρ ξ z


3ðρ2 − 1Þ z
2
× 3 − 2ρ þ
ln Dðz; Q2 Þ:
ρ
ξ
ð19Þ
Note that at large Q2 the twist-3 part of g1 vanishes,
ðτ3þTMCÞ
since nonzero values of g1
arise only from target
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mass effects. On the other hand, the twist-3 part of the g2
structure function remains nonzero even in the M 2 =Q2 → 0
limit (in which ρ → 1 and ξ → x), where it is given by an
expression similar to the Wandzura-Wilczek relation for the
twist-2 part of g2 ,
ðτ3Þ

g2 ðx; Q2 Þ ¼ Dðx; Q2 Þ −

Z
x

1

dz
Dðz; Q2 Þ:
z

ð20Þ

In this limit, one can see by inspection that the twist-3
component of g2 also satisfies the BC sum rule (11),
ðτ3Þ
g2 ð1; Q2 Þ ¼ 0. As in the case of the twist-2 contribution,
the BC sum rule also holds for the twist-3 part in the
presence of TMCs.
In Eqs. (19) and (20) the Q2 dependence of the twist-3
function D is generated perturbatively [37,38], and in our
analysis we use the large-N c approximation to describe the
evolution of the moments DðN; Q2 Þ of the twist-3 functions
in Mellin space,


αS ðQ2 Þ γ~
2
DðN; Q Þ ≈
DðN; Q20 Þ;
αS ðQ20 Þ

ð21Þ

where the moments DðN; Q2 Þ are defined analogously to
Eq. (10). Here αS is the strong running coupling, and the
evolution from the initial scale Q20 is governed by the
anomalous dimension


1
1
1
γ~ ¼
;
ψð0; NÞ þ γ E − þ
4 2N
ð11 − 23 N f Þ

ð22Þ

where ψð0; NÞ is the polygamma function of order 0, γ E is
the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and N f is the number of
active flavors.
Of particular interest is the d2 integral, which is defined
by a combination of N ¼ 3 moments of g1 and g2 [57],
d2 ðQ2 Þ ¼ 2g1 ð3; Q2 Þ þ 3g2 ð3; Q2 Þ:

ð23Þ

From Eq. (9) one observes that the twist-2 contributions to
d2 vanish identically, so that the leading contributions to d2
arise at the twist-3 level. In terms of moments of the Dq
distributions in Eq. (18), the leading (twist-3) part of d2 is
given by
ðτ3Þ

d2 ðQ2 Þ ¼

X
e2q Dq ð3; Q2 Þ:

ð24Þ

q

Physically, d2 is related to matrix elements describing the
nucleon’s “color polarizability” [58–60] or the “transverse
color force” [61] acting on quarks.
Finally, for the residual twist-4 and higher contributions
to the g1 structure function in Eq. (15) we use an effective
hadronic level parametrization,

ðτ4Þ

g1 ðx; Q2 Þ ¼

Hðx; Q2 Þ
;
Q2

ð25Þ

where H is in general a function of x and Q2 . Since the
function H will be fitted phenomenologically, and treated
as a background to the twist-2 and twist-3 contributions that
are the primary focus of our analysis, we do not include
target mass or Q2 evolution corrections in H. For completeness, we also define the third moment of H by
hðQ2 Þ ¼ Hð3; Q2 Þ;

ð26Þ

where the Mellin transform HðN; Q2 Þ is defined as in
Eq. (10). In summary then, our analysis of the g1 and g2
structure functions will involve the twist-2 polarized PDFs
Δq and Δg, the twist-3 distributions Dq , and the residual
higher-twist functions Hp;n for the proton and neutron.
C. Spin-averaged structure functions
The extraction of spin-dependent PDFs from the polarization asymmetries in Sec. II A requires information on the
spin-averaged structure functions in the denominators of
the asymmetries. Ideally, the unpolarized and polarized
structure functions should be determined in a simultaneous
fit to all DIS and other high-energy scattering data, to take
into account the possible influence of the spin-dependent
data on the unpolarized observables. Such correlations are
likely to be small, however, compared with the current
uncertainties on the asymmetries, and are neglected in all
existing global PDF analyses.
In the JAM15 analysis we use the CJ12 global fit [62] of
the spin-averaged PDFs, taking advantage of the similarity
in the DIS kinematic cuts employed in both analyses, and
the theoretical treatment of target mass, higher-twist and
nuclear corrections. The fitted CJ12 PDF parameters are
then used to evolve the unpolarized distributions and
compute the spin-averaged structure functions at the
needed Q2 scale. In the CJ12 fit the strong coupling
constant is computed using an approximate analytical
form, while the JAM15 analysis solves for αS numerically.
To avoid spurious numerical effects in the calculation of the
unpolarized structure functions from a mismatch in the Q2
evolution [63], the CJ12 PDFs are refitted utilizing the
same numerical evolution routine adopted in the JAM
framework, and benchmarked against the natively calculated CJ12 observables.
The CJ12 analysis [62] provided NLO fits to the leading
twist PDFs, as well as the twist-4 contributions to the F2
structure function. On the other hand, the polarization
asymmetries in Eq. (6) depend on the F1 structure function,
which can be written as a combination of F2 and the ratio R
in Eq. (7). Following Alekhin et al. [64], who found very
small higher-twist contributions to R over the entire x range
of the available DIS data, we set the twist-4 component of R
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to zero. This allows the twist-4 part of F1 to be computed as
ðτ4Þ
ðτ2Þ
F1 ¼ F1 ð1þCHT ðxÞ=Q2 Þ, with the higher-twist CHT ðxÞ
coefficient function taken from the CJ12 fit for F2 [62].
For the TMCs, the CJ12 fit utilized the collinear
factorization formalism of Ref. [52] rather than the operator
product approach adopted here. The differences, however,
between the two approaches have been shown [65] to be
minimal in the x and Q2 region covered by the spindependent data.
III. METHODOLOGY
Having defined the polarization observables and structure functions necessary for a QCD-based analysis, in this
section we outline our methodology for fitting the spindependent PDFs to the inclusive DIS data. We perform our
analysis in moment space, which requires efficient computation of inverse Mellin transforms, but has the advantage
of significantly shorter fitting times compared with
x-space-based analyses [21]. Following this we describe
the novel aspect of our analysis, namely the iterative
Monte Carlo technique.

ðτ2þTMCÞ

g1

ðτ2Þ

where the moments g1 ðN; Q2 Þ are defined in Eq. (10),
and inserting this into the target mass corrected expression
in Eq. (13) gives

ðx;Q2 Þ

1
ðτ2Þ
dNg1 ðN; Q2 Þ
2πi



Z
x
ðρ2 − 1Þ 1 dz ðx þ ξÞ ð3 − ρ2 Þ z
× Nþ1 3 þ
−
ln
:
Nþ1
ξ
2ρ
ξ
ξ ρ
ρ4
ξ z

¼

ð28Þ
To simplify the notation we define the quantity in the braces
by Mðx;Q2 ;NÞ≡fg in Eq. (28), which is a function of x,
Q2 and N. Crucially, Mðx; Q2 ; NÞ is independent of the
parameters to be fitted, which are confined entirely in the
ðτ2Þ
ðτ2Þ
g1 moments. Furthermore, the moments g1 are simple
products of the moments of the hard coefficients and the spindependent PDFs, so that Eq. (28) can be recast in the form
ðτ2þTMCÞ

g1

¼

A. Mellin space techniques
The calculation of the asymmetries and structure functions discussed in the previous section involves at least two
integrations for both twist-2 and twist-3 observables. For
instance, the computation of the target mass corrected
ðτ2þTMCÞ
g1
structure function involves a convolution of the
spin-dependent PDFs with the hard coefficient functions, as
well as additional integrations from the TMCs. The
numerical complexity of the problem further increases as
one considers the Q2 evolution equations for the twist-2
distributions.
It turns out, however, that the computational burden can
be significantly reduced through the use of Mellin space
techniques [21]. First, the Q2 evolution equations in Mellin
space are ordinary coupled differential equations, which are
simpler and faster to solve compared with the corresponding integro-differential equations in x space. Second, using
the techniques developed by Stratmann and Vogelsang
[66], it is possible to cast the various multidimensional
integrations in terms of precomputed quantities, thereby
significantly decreasing the computational time needed for
the observables in the global fits.
ðτ2þTMCÞ
To illustrate the technique, consider the case of g1
in Eq. (13). For this we write the leading-twist part of g1 in
the Mellin representation as
Z
1
ðτ2Þ
ðτ2Þ
g1 ðx; Q2 Þ ¼
dNx−N g1 ðN; Q2 Þ;
ð27Þ
2πi

Z

Z

ðx; Q2 Þ

1
dNMðx; Q2 ; NÞ
2πi
1X 2
×
e ½ΔCq ðNÞΔqþ ðN; Q2 Þ þ ΔCg ðNÞΔgðN; Q2 Þ:
2 q q
ð29Þ

Here the integration over N is performed numerically in the
standard way by using a contour in the complex plane
parametrized as N ¼ c þ zeiϕ . The contour crosses the real
axis at c, which is set to the right of the rightmost pole of the
integrand, and ϕ is set equal to 3π=4 to guarantee convergence of the integral. Using the symmetry of the integrand
with respect to the real axis one can then write Eq. (29) as
ðτ2þTMCÞ

ðx; Q2 Þ

Z
1 ∞
dzIm eiϕ Mðx; Q2 ; NÞ
¼
π 0

1X 2
þ
2
2
×
e ½ΔCq ðNÞΔq ðN; Q Þ þ ΔCg ðNÞΔgðN; Q Þ :
2 q q

g1

ð30Þ
Expressing the integration over z in terms of a Gaussian
quadrature sum with Gaussian weights wi [63], one can
approximate
ðτ2þTMCÞ

ðx;Q2 Þ

1X
w Im eiϕ Mðx;Q2 ;N i Þ
≃
π i i

1X 2
þ
2
2
e ½ΔCq ðN i ÞΔq ðN i ;Q Þ þ ΔCg ðN i ÞΔgðN i ;Q Þ ;
×
2 q q

g1
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where now all the unknown quantities to be fitted (namely,
Δqþ and Δg) decouple from the multidimensional integrations which are contained inside Mðx; Q2 ; N i Þ. The latter
can be computed prior to the fit such that the observable
becomes a simple finite sum over the complex moments
N i ¼ c þ zi eiϕ .
Potentially similar complications arise with the implementation of the nuclear smearing corrections, in which the
nuclear (deuteron and 3 He) structure functions are
expressed as convolutions of the nuclear smearing functions and bound nucleon structure functions [29–31],


X Z A dz τ=A
A
2
τ x
2
gi ðx; Q Þ ¼
f ðz; ρÞgj ; Q ; ð32Þ
z ij
z
τ¼p;n x
where the smearing function f τ=A
ij ðz; ρÞ represents the spindependent light-cone momentum distribution of nucleon
τ ¼ p or n in the nucleus A, and gτj is the nucleon structure
function (i, j ¼ 1, 2). In principle the bound nucleon
structure functions can also depend on the degree to which
the nucleons are off-shell, but in practice these effects are
likely to be smaller than the current experimental uncertainties on the polarization data [31]. At large Q2 the
smearing functions f τ=A
ij are steeply peaked around z ¼ 1
and are independent of Q2 , but acquire Q2 (or rather ρ)
dependence at finite Q2 values [29,30]. In moment space
the nuclear structure functions can also be expressed in the
compact form
gAi ðx; Q2 Þ
X 1 Z
τ
2
2
dNMτ=A
¼
ij ðx; Q ; NÞgj ðN; Q Þ;
2πi
τ¼p;n

ð33Þ

f ðN; Q20 Þ ¼ N ½BðN þ a; b þ 1Þ þ cBðN þ a; b þ 3=2Þ
þ dBðN þ a; b þ 2Þ:

ð36Þ

Since the present analysis only considers inclusive
DIS data, we attempt to fit only the PDFs Δuþ , Δdþ ,
Δsþ and Δg, and the higher-twist distributions Du , Dd , H p
and H n . For the polarized sea quark distributions we follow
some previous PDF analyses [22] in assuming a flavorsymmetric sea,
1
Δs̄ðx; Q2 Þ ¼ Δūðx; Q2 Þ ¼ Δd̄ðx; Q2 Þ ¼ Δsþ ðx; Q2 Þ:
2
ð37Þ
Additional constraints on the moments of the PDFs
are provided by the weak neutron and hyperon decay
constants,
Δuþ ð1; Q2 Þ − Δdþ ð1; Q2 Þ ¼ gA ;
Δuþ ð1; Q2 Þ þ Δdþ ð1; Q2 Þ − 2Δsþ ð1; Q2 Þ ¼ a8 ;

ð38Þ
ð39Þ

where the moments Δqþ ð1; Q2 Þ are defined as in Eq. (36),
and the triplet and octet axial vector charges are given by
gA ¼ 1.269ð3Þ and a8 ¼ 0.586ð31Þ, respectively. Note that
the nonsinglet combinations in Eqs. (38) and (39) are
independent of Q2 , whereas the quark singlet combination,
X
Δqþ ð1; Q2 Þ;
ð40Þ
ΔΣðQ2 Þ ¼
q

where the smeared nuclear kinematic factor is given by


Z 1
dz τ=A
x 2
2
f
;
Q
Mτ=A
ðx;
Q
;
NÞ
¼
ðz;
ρÞM
;
N
; ð34Þ
ij
ij
z
0 z
which now contains both nuclear and target mass corrections. As for the TMC implementation in Eqs. (29)–(31),
the factors Mτ=A
can be precomputed, allowing a more
ij
efficient evaluation of the nuclear structure functions
during the fitting procedure.
B. PDF parametrization and errors
For the generic parametrization of the spin-dependent
PDFs, as well as the twist-3 distributions Dq and the twist-4
functions Hp;n , we choose the standard functional form
pﬃﬃﬃ
fðx; Q20 Þ ¼ N xa ð1 − xÞb ð1 þ c x þ dxÞ

moments of f are defined as in Eq. (10) and can be
expressed analytically using the beta function B,

ð35Þ

as well as the gluon moment ΔGðQ2 Þ ¼ Δgð1; Q2 Þ, are
scale dependent.
The fit parameters are determined by minimizing the χ 2
function, which we define as
2

χ ¼

XXDðeÞ N ðeÞ − T ðeÞ 2
i

e

i

i
i
ðeÞ ðeÞ
αi N i

X ðeÞ 2 
þ
ðrk Þ ;

ð41Þ

k

ðeÞ

where Di is the measured value of the observable for the
ðeÞ
data point i from the experimental data set e, and T i is the
ðeÞ
corresponding theoretical value; αi represents the uncorrelated statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
quadrature. To account for correlated (point-to-point)
ðeÞ
systematic uncertainties βk;i in each experiment e, we
introduce normalization factors of the form

at the input scale Q20 , in terms of the four shape parameters
a, b, c and d, and the normalization N . In Mellin space the
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Di k
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ðeÞ

parametrized in terms of “nuisance parameters” rk . To
control the size of the normalization factors, a penalty term
ðeÞ
is introduced in Eq. (41) as a quadrature sum of the rk
values, such that the fitted normalization factors resemble
Gaussian statistics.
ðeÞ
Note that the normalization factors N i rescale both the
ðeÞ
data values Di and the uncorrelated (statistical and pointðeÞ
to-point systematic) uncertainties αi . This accounts for the
fact that overall experimental scale factors, such as the
beam and target polarizations and dilution factors, multiply
both the data values and (in particular) their statistical errors
ðeÞ
(which dominate αi ) in the same way. Moreover, conðeÞ
sidering only the rescaling of Di would lead to a strong
downward bias, known as D’Agostini bias [67].
C. Iterative Monte Carlo fitting
In standard single-fit PDF analyses, one often finds that
some of the shape parameters in Eq. (35) are not well
determined by data and need to be fixed by hand, even
when data sets beyond inclusive DIS are considered [21].
This can introduce additional arbitrariness into the analysis,

since some of the parameters and distributions have strong
correlations. Also, since the χ 2 function is highly nonlinear
in the fit parameters, any single fit can find itself trapped in
one of many local minima, which only a Monte Carlo
sampling can reveal.
For these reasons we have chosen instead to embark on a
new approach to global PDF analysis, based on an iterative
Monte Carlo fitting method that utilizes data resampling
techniques and cross-validation. Data resampling is used as
a statistical error analysis method for the extracted distributions as an alternative to the standard error analysis
using the Hessian method. Cross-validation is a technique
that prevents overfitting, and is necessary in particular
when using a large number of fitting parameters. The
iterative procedure is summarized in Fig. 1, and involves
the following key steps.
(1) Generation of pseudodata sets:
Each pseudodata point is drawn from Gaussian
sampling using the mean and the uncertainties from
the original experimental data values, and is constructed as
~ i ¼ Di þ Ri αi ;
D

ð43Þ

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the workflow for the iterative Monte Carlo fitting method. In the first stage, K pseudodata sets are
generated, each of which is partitioned into training (T) and validation (V) subsets. For each pseudodata set, the training set is fitted and
the parameters f~
pðjÞ g across all the minimization stages j are stored. The cross-validation procedure selects a single set of best-fit
ðlÞ
parameters a~ from f~
pðjÞ g for each pseudodata set l, and the collection of f~aðlÞ ; l ¼ 1; …; Kg is then used as the priors for the next
iteration.
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where Di is an actual experimental data point, αi is
the quadrature sum of the uncorrelated uncertainties,
and Ri is a random number distributed from the
normal distribution. A total of K pseudodata sets are
generated this way.
(2) Partition of pseudodata sets:
Each pseudodata set is partitioned randomly into
“training” and “validation” sets using a splitting
fraction of 50%=50%. The partition of the data is
performed within each experimental data set to avoid
experiments with few data points not appearing in
many of the fits. Data sets with fewer than ten points
are not partitioned, and are included as part of the
training set.
(3) Generation of the priors:
The priors are the set of parameters to be used as
the starting points for the fits. During the initial
iteration the priors for each fit are generated using
flat sampling of the parameter space within a
sufficiently broad region. The ensemble of fitted
parameters or “posteriors” a~ ðlÞ , with l ¼ 1; …; K, is
then used as the priors for the next iteration.
(4) χ 2 minimization and cross-validation:
The Levemberg-Marquardt gradient search algorithm lmdiff [68] is used to minimize the χ 2
function of the training data set. Information on the
parameters f~
pðjÞ g and the χ 2 values of the training
and validation sets across each minimization stage j
is recorded. The best-fit parameters are selected from
the stage in which the lowest value in the validation
χ 2 is attained.
As mentioned earlier, the essential idea behind the
iterative method is to systematically transform the priors
from the initial flat sampling into posteriors that are
distributed consistently with the information contained
within the data. To assess the convergence of the posterior
distributions we examine the convergence of the corresponding χ 2dof distribution. In practice, the rate of convergence is rather slow if one uses the full set of posteriors
from one iteration to the next. To increase the efficiency of
the iterative procedure, in practice we select a subset of the
posteriors that give the smallest χ 2dof values, making a cut at
the peak in the χ 2dof distribution in a given iteration. The
signature of the convergence is then the presence of an
irreducible width in the χ 2dof distribution that is generated
from the selected sample of priors.
In Fig. 2 the mean and the two-sided standard deviation
of the training and validation χ 2dof distributions are shown
across the various iterations of the IMC procedure. We find
that statistical convergence of the χ 2dof distribution is
achieved after five or six iterations. Notice that the χ 2dof
distribution peaks around χ 2dof ≈ 2, which is the expected
behavior in the idealized Gaussian statistics. Namely, the χ 2
values obtained after fitting the many different realizations

FIG. 2. Mean and two-sided standard deviations of the χ 2dof
distribution as a function of the iteration number for the training
(blue points) and validation (red points) data sets, compared with
the mean (dashed horizontal line at χ 2dof ¼ 2) and standard
deviation (yellow band) for the ideal noncentral χ 2dof distribution.

of the data sets from the resampling are distributed
according to the noncentral χ 2 distribution

 2 ðn−2Þ=4
1
1 2
χ
Pðχ ; n; λÞ ¼ exp − ðχ þ λÞ
2
2
λ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
× I n=2−1 ð λχ 2 Þ;
2

ð44Þ

where I n=2−1 is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind, and n is the number of degrees of freedom (≈ number
of data points). The parameter λ is given by a sum of the
expectation values E of P
the individual point-by-point χ 2i for
the data points, λ ¼ ni E½χ 2i . In the ideal Gaussian
statistics the expectation values are E½χ 2i  ≃ 1, and therefore
λ ≃ n. The noncentral χ 2 distribution peaks around 2n, and
the corresponding noncentral χ 2dof peaks around 2.
For comparison we also include in Fig. 2 the mean and
standard deviation for the ideal noncentral χ 2dof distribution.
While the mean values of the IMC and ideal noncentral χ 2dof
distributions are in agreement, the right-side standard
deviation is generally larger for the IMC case. This is
somewhat consistent with the situation in the standard error
analysis in single fits, in which a tolerance in terms of Δχ 2
is defined in order to obtain conservative error bands for the
extracted PDFs. We stress that in our approach the χ 2dof
distribution is extracted uniquely by the iterative procedure,
and is determined purely by the information contained in
the data, thus removing the need of any tolerance criterion.
The cross-validation in our procedure is implemented in
two steps. The first step is integrated within the iterative
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procedure and corresponds to the selection of parameters
from the minimization steps, as described above. The logic
is that overfitting is signaled whenever the χ 2 of the training
set continues to improve across the minimization steps at
the expense of a deteriorating validation χ 2 . The second
step is implemented once the statistical convergence of the
posterior distribution is attained. We then examine each of
the final posteriors a~ ðlÞ by checking the difference in the χ 2
values between the validation and training sets. A large
difference also signals overfitting, which can occur if the
training set is not a statistically representative sample of the
entire data set, resulting in the partition creating an artificial
incompatibility within the data set itself. The samples that
are ultimately selected are those that satisfy the condition
2ðtrainingÞ

jχ dof

2ðvalidationÞ

− χ dof

j < 2ϵ;

ð45Þ

where ϵ is chosen to be the standard deviation of the ideal
noncentral χ 2dof distribution with the number of degrees of
freedom equal to the number of points in the training
data set.
The final ensemble of posteriors is a collection of points
in the parameter space, each of which is represented by the
vector a~ ðlÞ, whose components are the fitting parameters.
The distribution of the parameters is governed by the
likelihood function


1
Pð~ajDÞ ∝ exp − χ 2 ð~aÞ ;
2

ð46Þ

where χ 2 is defined as in Eq. (41), and D denotes the
experimental data. The ensemble of posteriors is therefore
an approximate Monte Carlo representation of the likelihood function Pð~ajDÞ for the fitting parameters a~ . The
expectation values for the observables, such as a PDF at a
given x and Q2 , can then be computed as
Z
E½O ¼

d~aPð~ajDÞOð~aÞ ¼

1X
Oð~aðlÞ Þ:
K l

ð47Þ

In the last equality a Monte Carlo integration is performed
by sampling the parameters according to Pð~ajDÞ, utilizing
precisely the samples f~aðlÞ ; l ¼ 1; …; Kg obtained after the
IMC procedure. Similarly, the variance of the observable
can be computed as
V½O ¼

1X
ðOð~aðlÞ Þ − E½OÞ2 ;
K l

ð48Þ

which gives the 1σ confidence interval for the observable O.
Finally, in order to assess the goodness of fit, we also
compute the standard Pearson’s χ 2 , defined as

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 93, 074005 (2016)

χ2

XXDðeÞ − E½T ðeÞ =N ðeÞ 2 
i
i
i
;
¼
ðeÞ
α
e
i
i

ð49Þ

which differs slightly from the definition given in Eq. (41).
ðeÞ
In particular, the actual data points Di are used here
instead of the pseudodata points, and the theory values are
computed as expectation values in Eq. (47). This definition
allows a direct comparison with χ 2 values from single-fitbased analyses.
IV. DATA SETS
The JAM15 global PDF analysis uses all available world
data on inclusive DIS of leptons (electrons, positrons and
muons) on proton, deuteron and 3 He targets that pass the
required cuts on the invariant final-state mass,
W 2 ≥ 4 GeV2 , and Q2 ≥ 1 GeV2 (see Sec. VA). This
includes all of the sets from the EMC [69], SMC
[70,71], COMPASS [72,73], SLAC [74–81], HERMES
[82–84], and Jefferson Lab Hall A [85] experiments used in
the previous JAM13 global fit [20], as well as the more
recent high-precision asymmetry measurements from
Jefferson Lab [14–18] and new results from COMPASS
[39]. The data sets are summarized in Table I, and the
kinematic coverage in x and Q2 is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
Jefferson Lab data points are concentrated at intermediate
values of x and Q2 ≲ 5 GeV2 , and are entirely excluded by
a W 2 ≥ 10 GeV2 cut, as is typically used in other PDF fits.
With the inclusion of the new Jefferson Lab results, the
number of data points more than doubles, from ≈1000,
considered in the JAM13 fit, to > 2500 in the current
analysis.
A summary describing most of the earlier experiments
from SLAC, CERN, DESY and Jefferson Lab can be found
in Ref. [86]; here we give a few experimental details about
the most recent experiments from Jefferson Lab [14–18]
and COMPASS [39]. All of these experiments can be
considered continuations of the extensive experimental
programs of the Hall A and CLAS collaborations at
Jefferson Lab and COMPASS at CERN.
(i) eg1b: Experiment eg1b was the second installment
of the eg1 run group in Jefferson Lab’s Hall B and
ran in 2000–2001. It used the CLAS spectrometer
and proton (15 NH3 ) and deuteron (15 ND3 ) targets
polarized along the direction of the incoming electron beam to measure the double spin asymmetry A∥
in Eq. (3). A first round of publications [12,13] from
this experiment focused on the results from the
lowest (1.6 GeV) and highest (5.8 GeV) beam
energies. In the meantime, the complete data set
(including data with 2.5 and 4.2 GeV beam energy)
has been analyzed, including numerous improvements in the procedures used to correct for
backgrounds, beam and target polarization, electromagnetic radiative corrections, and kinematic
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TABLE I. Inclusive DIS data sets used in the JAM15 global
PDF analysis, indicating the observables fitted, the targets used,
the number of data points in each experiment, and the respective
χ 2dof values.
Experiment
EMC
SMC
SMC
SMC
SMC
COMPASS
COMPASS
COMPASS
SLAC E80=E130
SLAC E142
SLAC E142
SLAC E143
SLAC E143
SLAC E143
SLAC E143
SLAC E154
SLAC E154
SLAC E155
SLAC E155
SLAC E155
SLAC E155
SLAC E155x
SLAC E155x
HERMES
HERMES
HERMES
HERMES
JLab E99-117
JLab E99-117
JLab E06-014
JLab E06-014
JLab eg1-dvcs
JLab eg1-dvcs
JLab eg1b
JLab eg1b
Total

Number
Reference Observable Target of points χ 2dof
[69]
[70]
[70]
[71]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[39]
[74]
[75]
[75]
[76]
[76]
[76]
[76]
[77]
[77]
[78]
[79]
[80]
[80]
[81]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[83]
[84]
[85]
[85]
[17]
[18]
[15]
[15]
[14]
[16]

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A∥
A1
A2
A∥
A∥
A⊥
A⊥
A∥
A⊥
A∥
A∥
A⊥
A⊥
A~ ⊥
A~ ⊥
A1
A∥
A∥
A2
A∥
A⊥
A∥
A⊥
A∥
A∥
A∥
A∥

p
p
d
p
d
p
d
p
p
3
He
3
He
p
d
p
d
3
He
3
He
p
d
p
d
p
d
“n”
p
d
p
3 He
3
He
3 He
3
He
p
d
p
d

10
12
12
8
8
15
15
51
22
8
8
81
81
48
48
18
18
71
71
65
65
116
115
9
35
35
19
3
3
14
14
195
114
890
218
2515

0.40
0.47
1.62
1.26
0.57
0.92
0.67
0.76
0.59
0.49
0.60
0.80
1.12
0.89
0.91
0.51
0.97
1.20
1.05
0.99
1.52
1.27
0.83
0.25
0.47
0.94
0.93
0.27
1.58
2.12
1.06
1.52
0.94
1.11
1.02
1.07

reconstruction. The final results from eg1b for the
deuteron have been published [16] and the results for
the proton (used in the present analysis) will be
published shortly [14]. Due to the wide range in
beam energies and running conditions, eg1b covers
the largest range in x and Q2 of any experiment at
Jefferson Lab.
(ii) eg1-dvcs: As the last spin structure function measurement with CLAS in the 6 GeV era of Jefferson
Lab, experiment eg1-dvcs ran in 2009 with a
significantly improved polarized target (14 NH3
and 14 ND3 polarized along the beam direction) at

FIG. 3. Kinematic coverage in x and Q2 of the polarized
inclusive DIS data sets used in the JAM15 analysis. The boundaries corresponding to fixed W 2 ¼ M 2 þ Q2 ð1 − xÞ=x equal to
4 GeV2 (solid curve) and 10 GeV2 (dashed curve) are indicated.

the highest beam energy (5.8–6 GeV) available at
the time. This experiment differs from eg1b chiefly
due to its much higher integrated luminosity and a
significantly larger minimum scattering angle, yielding a much higher statistical precision in the DIS
region. Its results have been published in Ref. [15].
(iii) E06-014: Experiment E06-014 ran in Hall A of
Jefferson Lab in 2009 with the primary purpose of
determining the higher-twist moment d2 ðQ2 Þ in
Eq. (23) for the neutron. It measured both parallel
and transverse double spin asymmetries as in Eqs. (3)
and (4), as well as cross section differences for
electron scattering off 3 He targets polarized up to
50% through spin-exchange optical pumping. The
use of two beam energies (4.7 and 5.9 GeV) and the
“BigBite” large acceptance spectrometer resulted in
a broad coverage of the DIS region for both d2 [18]
and A1 [17].
(iv) COMPASS: The final results of the 2011 run of the
COMPASS experiment with a 200 GeV muon beam
and a longitudinally polarized proton (NH3 ) target
have recently been published [39]. Only the virtual
photon asymmetry A1 is given, but at the high Q2 of
these data, corrections due to A2 should be minimal.
COMPASS data provide the lowest accessible values
for x and the largest Q2 values for any given x, and
are therefore very important for the extraction of sea
quark and gluon polarization information from
inclusive DIS data.
For all experiments where they are available, we fit
directly the measured asymmetries A∥ [Eq. (3)] and A⊥
[Eq. (4)] rather than derived quantities, such as A1 and A2 .
The SLAC experiment E155x [81] presents a special case,
in that the target was not polarized exactly at 90° relative to
the beam direction, but at 92.4°. In addition, the asymmetries were measured simultaneously by three spectrometers,
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one of which was on the opposite side of the beam line than
the other two, which affects the definitions of the angles θ
and ϕ in Eq. (1). Consequently, the average values of θ
and ϕ must be calculated for each kinematic bin, and
Eq. (1) must be used to relate the measurement to the
underlying physics quantities in the fit. The transverse
asymmetry measured in this experiment is therefore indicated by the symbol A~ ⊥ in Table I to differentiate it from the
usual A⊥ .
By far the largest number of data points (albeit in a
limited kinematic range—see Fig. 3) is provided by the
eg1b [14,16] and eg1-dvcs [15] experiments, which
account for nearly half of the total. Due to the high
statistical precision of these experiments (especially eg1dvcs), it is important to treat systematic uncertainties
properly in order to avoid unwarranted biases in the fit.
As outlined in Sec. III C, we distinguish between uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, which randomly vary from
one kinematic bin to the next, and correlated systematic
uncertainties, which change the normalization of all data
points from a given experiment by essentially the same
factor. The former are added in quadrature to the statistical
uncertainties [yielding the total point-to-point uncertainties
ðeÞ
αi in Eq. (41)], while the latter are incorporated in the
ðeÞ
normalization factor N i as defined in Eq. (42).
For most experiments, the correlated systematic uncertainty is just the uncertainty on an overall normalization
constant incorporating the dilution factor and the beam and
ðeÞ
ðeÞ
target polarization; in that case the ratio βk;i =Di in
Eq. (42) is simply a constant percentage which we take
from the quoted normalization uncertainty. For the proton
and deuteron data from the most recent CLAS experiments
[14–16], a somewhat more elaborate procedure is used,
since an overall normalization factor uncertainty is not
available for these data. In the case of eg1-dvcs [15], the
quoted systematic uncertainties for all kinematic bins is
completely dominated by correlated normalization uncertainties. Those quoted uncertainties are therefore used
ðeÞ
directly for the quantity βk;i in Eq. (42) (with the proper
sign equal to that of the data point in question and, since
only one source of correlated systematic error is quoted,
k ¼ 1), without adding anything to the statistical
uncertainties.
For the proton data from eg1b [14], only a small amount
of correlation, of order 3% of the magnitude of the
measured asymmetry, is found between the systematic
uncertainties for different kinematic bins. We therefore
ðeÞ
ðeÞ
assign βk¼1;i =Di ¼ 0.03 for all bins, but add the full
systematic uncertainty in quadrature to the statistical
ðeÞ
errors for αi . Finally, for the eg1b deuteron data set
[16] one finds a correlated systematic uncertainty of about
ðeÞ
ðeÞ
14% for the 5.7 GeV data (β1;i =Di ¼ 0.14) and 7% for
ðeÞ

ðeÞ

the 4.2 GeV data (β1;i =Di ¼ 0.07). Since this correlated
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part of the overall uncertainty is quite sizable, it is
subtracted from the quoted systematic uncertainties
in each bin. The uncorrelated uncertainty σ uncor ¼
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðeÞ
σ 2tot sys − ðβ1;i Þ2 is then added in quadrature to the
ðeÞ

statistical uncertainties. In all cases the factors rk are
optimized in the fit, and the results indicate by which
fraction of the correlated uncertainties the data points of a
given experiment have to be moved to best agree with the
world data.
V. RESULTS
In this section we present the main results of the JAM15
global analysis for the spin-dependent twist-2 and twist-3
distributions and moments, and assess in particular the
impact of the new Jefferson Lab data on the PDFs and their
uncertainties. Before presenting the main results of the fits,
we first examine the dependence of the results on the
kinematic cuts applied to the data in order to maximize the
range of W 2 and Q2 over which the data can be accommodated within our theoretical framework.
As mentioned above, for the initial iteration the priors for
each fit are generated from flat sampling of a reasonable
range in the parameter space. While any restriction of the
initial parameter sampling in principle introduces a bias
into the procedure, we choose the parameter ranges to be
sufficiently broad so as to minimize any such bias, at the
same time ensuring that the parameters do not introduce
unphysical behavior in any of the observables.
Specifically, for the exponent a governing the x → 0
behavior of the leading-twist PDFs in Eq. (35), we consider
the range a ∈ ½−1; 0, which covers the values expected
from Regge theory, as well as the findings in all previous
phenomenological PDF analyses. For the exponent b that
determines the x → 1 behavior, we choose the range
b ∈ ½2; 5 for the Δuþ and Δdþ PDFs that have valence
components at large x, and b ∈ ½2; 10 for the sea distributions Δsþ and Δg that are more strongly suppressed as
x → 1. In addition, we introduce penalties in the χ 2
whenever the b parameter for Δsþ or Δg becomes lower
than the corresponding parameter for Δdþ. For the auxiliary c and d shape parameters in Eq. (35), we set the
starting ranges for both between −1 and 1. For the
normalization of the singlet quark and gluon first moments,
we take the starting values such that ΔΣ and ΔG are both
equal to 0.5.
Considerably less is known about the shapes of the
higher-twist distributions. Generally, these are expected to
play a greater role at smaller W values, or, for fixed Q2 , at
large x. To allow for additional suppression of the higher
twists at small x, we consequently take the initial range for
the a parameter for the twist-3 and twist-4 functions to be
a ∈ ½−1; 1, with normalization for all higher twists starting
at zero. For the large-x parameter b we take the initial
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sampling region to be b ∈ ½2; 5, and for the auxiliary
parameters c; d ∈ ½−1; 1 for all higher-twist distributions.
A. W 2 and Q2 cuts
To determine how far the kinematic boundaries delimited
by the W 2 and Q2 cuts can be extended, we perform a series
of IMC fits, varying W 2cut between 3.5 and 10 GeV2 and
Q2cut between 1 and 4 GeV2 . The results of the fits are
summarized in Tables II and III, where the χ 2dof values are
given, along with the number of points included with each
combination of cuts. For a fixed Q2cut ¼ 1 GeV2 , the
number of points more than triples when going from
W 2cut ¼ 10 GeV2 to 3.5 GeV2 , mostly due to the inclusion
of the Jefferson Lab data, but also because of important
contributions from SLAC data. Clearly, for the larger W 2cut
values very good fits can be obtained with χ 2dof ≈ 1, which
increases very gradually as more data allowed by lower W 2
cuts are included in the fits. For the lowest W 2 cut of
3.5 GeV2 , there is a somewhat larger increase in the
χ 2dof value.
On the other hand, it is known that χ 2 alone is not always
a sufficient indicator of the quality of the fit. To examine the
cut dependence in more detail, in Fig. 4 we show several
moments of PDFs for W 2cut between 3.5 and 6 GeV2 , where
the greatest variations are expected to occur. For higher
values of W 2cut , the results between 6 and 10 GeV2 do not
change appreciably. To avoid extrapolations into unmeasured regions of x, we compute here the truncated moments,
evaluated between x ¼ 0.001 and 0.8, in the region covered
by the inclusive DIS data sets. The lowest moment of the
twist-2 quark singlet distribution ΔΣ is found to be rather
stable down to W 2cut ¼ 4 GeV2 , increasing by ∼1σ at

TABLE II. Dependence of the global fits on the cut
hadronic final-state mass squared, W 2cut , for a
Q2cut ¼ 1 GeV2 . The χ 2dof values and the number of
included by the different W 2 cuts are listed, with the
for the JAM15 fit indicated in boldface.
W 2cut ðGeV2 Þ
Number of points
χ 2dof

on the
fixed
points
values

3.5

4

5

6

8

10

2868
1.20

2515
1.07

1880
1.03

1427
1.02

943
0.99

854
0.97

TABLE III. Dependence of the global fits on the cut on the
four-momentum transfer squared, Q2cut , for a fixed W 2cut ¼4GeV2 .
The χ 2dof values and number of points included by the different Q2
cuts are listed, with the JAM15 fit values indicated in boldface.
Q2cut ðGeV2 Þ
Number of points
χ 2dof

1.0

2.0

4.0

2515
1.07

1421
1.08

611
0.95

FIG. 4. Dependence on W 2cut of several moments of twist-2
PDFs (ΔΣ and ΔG), the twist-3 d2 moments, and the third
moments hp and hn of the twist-4 distributions of the proton and
neutron. All fits use Q2cut ¼ 1 GeV2 , and the moments are
truncated moments evaluated in the measured region between
x ¼ 0.001 and 0.8.

W 2cut ¼ 3.5 GeV2 . Similarly, the lowest moment of the
gluon distribution ΔG is relatively flat as a function of W 2cut .
For the twist-3 d2 proton and neutron moments, the
variation across W 2cut is also fairly weak, although a
significant reduction in the uncertainty on the neutron dn2
is observed when more of the low-W 2 data are included.
The impact of the low-W 2 data is even more dramatically
illustrated for the case of the third moment of the twist-4
distribution of the proton Hp , which shows a clear change
in its central value between W 2cut ¼ 3.5 and 4 GeV2 , and a
significantly larger uncertainty at the lower cut. A stronger
impact of low-W 2 data on higher-twist contributions is not
surprising, given that higher twists are expected to be more
important at larger x values, and the more rapid variation
may be a signal of the presence of yet higher-twist
corrections from the nucleon resonance region beyond
those considered in our analysis (see Sec. II B).
The dependence of the moments on the Q2 cut is shown
in Fig. 5. The variation between Q2cut ¼ 1 and 4 GeV2 is
generally mild and consistent within the errors. Because of
the reduced statistics for increasing values of Q2cut (from
∼2500 data points at 1 GeV2 to ∼1400 points at 2 GeV2 ,
and ∼600 at 4 GeV2 ), the uncertainties on the moments are
correspondingly larger. For the leading-twist ΔΣ and ΔG
moments, for example, the uncertainties increase three- to
fourfold between Q2cut ¼ 1 and 4 GeV2 . With the aim of
utilizing the maximum number of data points possible
across all W 2 and Q2 regions, while maintaining stable fits
with good χ 2 values, we therefore select W 2cut ¼ 4 GeV2
and Q2cut ¼ 1 GeV2 for the cuts to be used in the final
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JAM15 analysis. All the results in the following sections
will be based on these values.
B. Comparisons with experimental asymmetries

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for varying values of Q2cut between 1
and 4 GeV2 , for a fixed W 2cut ¼ 4 GeV2 .

The χ 2dof values for the individual data sets fitted in the
JAM15 analysis are listed in Table I. The overall χ 2dof is 1.07
for the 2515 data points in the global data set. The fits to the
complete set of asymmetries used in analysis are illustrated
in Figs. 6–14. In particular, the proton longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ap∥ and Ap1 from the EMC [69], SMC
[70,71], COMPASS [39,72], SLAC [74,76,78] and
HERMES [83] experiments are shown in Fig. 6 as a
function of x, for the various Q2 ranges measured in the
experiments, ranging from Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 to ∼100 GeV2 .
In each panel the measured asymmetries are compared with
the central values and uncertainties for the JAM15 fits,
along with the contributions to the asymmetries from
leading twist only (which include TMCs but not the
higher-twist terms). The agreement between the JAM15
fit and the data is generally very good over the entire range
of x and Q2 spanned by these data, and, with the exception

FIG. 6. Proton longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ap∥ and Ap1 from EMC [69], SMC [70,71], COMPASS [39,72], SLAC [74,76,78]
and HERMES [83] experiments. The Q2 range (in units of GeV2 ) for the data in each panel is indicated. The data are compared with the
asymmetries from the JAM15 fit (solid red curves with bands indicating 1σ uncertainties) and the contributions excluding higher twists
(HT) (black dashed curves). The experimental data points include the normalization factors, and the systematic error bands indicate the
positive (upper green [“systðþÞ”] bands) or negative (lower blue [“systð−Þ”] bands) shifts of the data from their nominal values. Panels
without visible systematic shifts correspond to data sets for which correlated uncertainties were not provided.
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FIG. 7. Proton transverse polarization asymmetries Ap⊥ and Ap2 from SLAC [76,80,81] and HERMES [84]. The curves and legends are
as in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. Proton longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ap∥ from the eg1-dvcs [15] experiment at Jefferson Lab. The energies E (in GeV)
and Q2 ranges (in GeV2 ) for each panel are indicated. The curves and legends are as in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 9. Proton longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ap∥ from the eg1b [14] experiment at Jefferson Lab. The curves and legends are
as in Fig. 8.

FIG. 10. Deuteron longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ad∥ and Ad1 from SMC [70,71], COMPASS [72], SLAC [76,79] and
HERMES [83] experiments. The curves and legends are as in Fig. 6.
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Deuteron transverse polarization asymmetries Ap⊥ from SLAC [76,80,81] data. The curves and legends are as in Fig. 6.

of the most recent SMC [71] and SLAC E155 [78] data, the
χ 2dof values for each experiment are less than one.
The error bars on each of the data points represent
uncorrelated uncertainties, while the upward or downward
shifts of the data points due to their correlated uncertainties
are indicated by the upper (green) and lower (blue) bands,
denoted by “systðþÞ” and “systð−Þ,” respectively. As
discussed in Sec. III B, these shifts are computed by fitting
ðeÞ
the point-by-point normalization factors N i in Eq. (42) for
each experimental data set. The central values of the data
points shown in Figs. 6–14 are then computed as
~ ðeÞ ¼ N ðeÞ DðeÞ ;
D
i
i
i

ð50Þ

and the uncorrelated uncertainties are given by
ðeÞ

ðeÞ ðeÞ

α~ i ¼ N i αi :

ð51Þ

The systematic shifts systðÞ are computed as the difference
~ ðeÞ − DðeÞ of the data points from their nominal values.
D
i
i
The data on the proton transverse polarization asymmetries Ap⊥ and Ap2 from the SLAC [76,80,81] and HERMES
[84] experiments are compared in Fig. 7 with the JAM15
results. The transverse asymmetries are generally very
small, which requires high-precision experiments to extract
nonzero values. The agreement between the fit and the data
is very good overall, with χ 2dof ∼ 1 for all experiments other
than SLAC E155x [81], where χ 2dof ¼ 1.27. For both the
longitudinal and transverse asymmetries, the differences
between the full JAM15 fit results and the leading-twist
contributions are very small. There is an indication of a
slightly negative higher-twist contribution in the Ap∥ data at
x ≈ 0.2–0.4 for Q2 ≲ 1.5 GeV2 in the SLAC E155 data
[78], and a slightly positive higher twist in the Ap⊥ data at
larger x values.

FIG. 12. Deuteron longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ad∥ from the eg1-dvcs [15] experiment at Jefferson Lab’s Hall B. The curves
and legends are as in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 13. Deuteron longitudinal polarization asymmetries Ad∥ from the eg1b [16] experiment at Jefferson Lab. The curves and legends
are as in Fig. 8.

The effects of higher twists are more evident in the new
Jefferson Lab data in Figs. 8 and 9, where the longitudinal
proton asymmetries Ap∥ from the CLAS eg1-dvcs [15] and
eg1b [14] experiments, respectively, are compared with the
JAM15 fit. (No Jefferson Lab transverse polarization data
currently exist for the proton, but they will be available
soon from the SANE experiment in Hall C [87].)

The higher twists are generally negative and lead to a
decrease in Ap∥ at the larger x values (x ≳ 0.2) and low
Q2 ≲ 2 GeV2 . For the eg1b proton data, the fit to the nearly
900 points, in fine bins of x and Q2 , gives χ 2dof ¼ 1.11,
indicating relatively good agreement with both the lowerenergy E ¼ 4.2 GeV and higher-energy E ¼ 5.7 GeV
data. In some of the eg1b spectra (for example, in the

He
He
He
FIG. 14. 3 He longitudinal (AHe
∥ , A1 ) and transverse (A⊥ , A2 ) polarization asymmetries from SLAC [75,77] and Jefferson Lab
[17,18,85] experiments, compared with the JAM15 global fit. The curves and legends are as in Fig. 6.
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E ¼ 4.2 GeV, Q2 ∈ ½1.3; 1.4 GeV2 panel) there appear to
be strong correlations among the data, although these do
not significantly affect the overall χ 2dof .
The eg1-dvcs data, on the other hand, have extremely
small statistical uncertainties and are more difficult to
accommodate within the global fit, as evidenced by the
overall χ 2dof ¼ 1.52 for this data set. This suggests that the
uncorrelated uncertainties here may be underestimated,
particularly for the E ¼ 6 GeV data. The very small errors
on this data set dominate the χ 2 fit to the Jefferson Lab data,
and lead to an upward systematic pull on the eg1b data, as
indicated by the predominantly systðþÞ band for the
correlated uncertainties. A comparison of the entire eg1dvcs data set reveals the existence of a possible tension
between the E ¼ 4.8 GeV and 6 GeV data, with the fitted
results lying systematically below the lower-energy data for
Q2 ≈ 1.5–2.5 GeV2 . Large systematic shifts of the data
relative to the JAM15 fit are less evident for the E ¼ 6 GeV
data because the smaller uncertainties here provide a
stronger pull on the fit.
Similar features are seen in the deuteron longitudinal and
transverse asymmetry data, illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11,
respectively, for the earlier measurements from SMC
[70,71], COMPASS [72], SLAC [76,79–81] and
HERMES [83]. Generally the deuteron asymmetry data
have larger uncertainties compared with the proton data.
Most of the data sets can be well described by the global fit,
with only the SMC Ad1 data [70] and E155 Ad⊥ data [79]
having moderately large χ 2dof values (1.26 and 1.52,
respectively). The former comes mostly from the small
errors on the low-x data, while the scatter of the points in
the latter, especially at the higher Q2 values, suggests a
possible underestimation of uncorrelated uncertainties. For
the longitudinal asymmetries Ad∥ and Ad1 the differences
between the full JAM15 results and the leading-twist
contributions are negligible. For the transverse polarization
asymmetries Ap⊥ there is a slight indication of nonzero
higher twists at the highest x values, but the effects are very
small on the scale of the experimental uncertainties.
The more recent deuteron Ad∥ data from the Jefferson Lab
eg1-dvcs [15] and eg1b [16] experiments are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, respectively, compared with the JAM15 fit.
Good fits with χ 2dof ≈ 1 are found for both the eg1-dvcs and
eg1b data sets. The similarity between the full results and
the leading-twist contributions indicates no significant
higher twists within the experimental uncertainties. The
systematic shifts systðÞ for the deuteron data are much
smaller than for the corresponding proton asymmetries,
mostly because of the somewhat larger uncorrelated
uncertainties. For the eg1b data there is a small tendency
for the global fit to overestimate the experimental asymmetries, especially for the E ¼ 5.7 GeV energy data.
Finally, the world’s data on longitudinal and transverse
polarization asymmetries of 3 He are displayed in Fig. 14 for

the SLAC E142 [75] and E154 [77] experiments, and the
E99-117 [85] and E06-014 [17,18] experiments in
Jefferson Lab’s Hall A. As in the case of the deuteron
data, there is no evidence for large higher twists in the AHe
∥
asymmetries, but there is an indication of a small negative
higher-twist contribution to AHe
⊥ in the E06-014 data at the
lower Q2 values. Generally the fits give small χ 2dof values
for all the longitudinal asymmetry data sets, with the
exception of the E06-014 AHe
data set which has
∥
2
χ dof ¼ 2.12. Comparison with the JAM15 fit here suggests
an incompatibility with the data at the smaller x values.
Similarly, good fits are also obtained for the transverse
polarization data, with a large χ 2dof (≳1.5) observed only for
the E99-117 AHe
⊥ data. However, this comes mostly from a
single datum, and because the data set contains a total of
only three points.
C. Impact of JLab data
To assess more quantitatively the impact of the new
Jefferson Lab data on the global fit, we perform an independent IMC analysis of the world’s data without inclusion
of any of the measurements from Refs. [14–18,85].
The results of the IMC fits with and without the Jefferson
Lab data are presented in Fig. 15 for the twist-2 Δuþ ,
Δdþ , Δsþ and Δg PDFs, the twist-3 Du and Dd PDFs, and
the twist-4 proton and neutron distributions Hp and Hn ,
as a function of x at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 . Although the complete
IMC analysis contains around 8000 fits, for clarity in Fig. 15
we illustrate the results by a random sample of 50 fits.
The inclusion of the Jefferson Lab data results in a
reduction of the uncertainty bands on the Δuþ and Δdþ
PDFs in the region 0.1 ≲ x ≲ 0.7 where the Jefferson Lab
data are localized. This may be expected given that these
distributions give the leading contributions to the inclusive
DIS asymmetries at these kinematics.
Interestingly, however, we also observe significant
reduction of the uncertainties in Δuþ and Δdþ at small
values of x, outside of the kinematic range of the Jefferson
Lab experiments. By studying the correlations between
PDFs over the entire x range, which are partly induced by
the weak baryon decay constraints [Eqs. (38) and (39)], we
find a strong anticorrelation between the Δuþ distribution
at large and small x values. Since the Jefferson Lab data
tend to favor a higher Δuþ in the region 0.1 ≲ x ≲ 0.7, the
anticorrelation has the effect of favoring a suppressed Δuþ
at low x. Similar arguments hold also for the Δdþ PDF.
In the absence of Jefferson Lab data, a strong correlation
also exists between higher values of the polarized strange
PDF Δsþ at x ∼ 0.4 and higher Δuþ at small x. The
disfavoring by the data of the latter then indirectly constrains
thestrangedistributiontohavesmaller valuesacrossall x. The
uncertainty on Δsþ is also significantly larger without
the Jefferson Lab constraints, as indicated by the larger
spread of the fitted results in Fig. 15. The strange-quark
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FIG. 15. Comparison of the JAM15 IMC fits (red curves, with the average indicated by the black solid curve) with corresponding fits
excluding all Jefferson Lab data (yellow curves, with the average given by the black dashed curve) for the twist-2 PDFs Δuþ , Δdþ , Δsþ
and Δg, the twist-3 distributions Du and Dd , and the twist-4 functions Hp and Hn at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 . Note that x times the distribution is
shown. For illustration each distribution is represented by a random sample of 50 fits.

distribution illustrates the point that in the Monte Carlo
approach there is no guarantee that the final posteriors will be
clustered in a specific region of parameter space. For
example, two distinct solutions can describe the same PDF
in some neighborhood of x, while deviating in other x regions;
data cannot distinguish the two solutions due to correlations.
Such a picture of multiple regions and error bands is absent in
traditional single-fit analyses, where the effect of adding
more data means that the χ 2 is steeper around the minimum.
While this is also true for Monte Carlo fits, in the IMC
approach, however, the error bands in practice cover more
than one minimum, if multiple solutions are present.
The Δsþ PDF is also indirectly impacted by the different
2
Q evolution of the singlet and nonsinglet distributions,
especially with the greater statistics at lower Q2 values
afforded by the Jefferson Lab data. The Q2 evolution also
provides a way of indirectly constraining the polarized
gluon distribution Δg, in the absence of jet data from
polarized pp collisions [5] in the current analysis. Indeed,
as Fig. 15 indicates, the new Jefferson Lab results actually
prefer a more positive Δg distribution at intermediate x
values, x ≈ 0.1–0.5, with a smaller spread of possible
behaviors, but with still large uncertainties at lower x.

In the higher-twist sector, as one might expect, the
greater abundance of lower-Q2 data provides even more
stringent constraints on the twist-3 and twist-4 distributions. In particular, the global analysis reveals that with the
addition of Jefferson Lab data the twist-3 Du distribution
becomes more positive at x > 0.1, while the Dd distribution
effectively switches sign to become negative and smaller
in magnitude. The twist-3 distributions thus acquire the
same signs for the u and d flavors as their twist-2 PDF
analogs.
For the twist-4 distributions, while Hp and Hn are
largely unconstrained in the fit without Jefferson Lab data,
in the full fit the spread is reduced considerably, and the
results for both distributions are consistent with zero. The
dominant contributions of the higher twists to the DIS
asymmetries are therefore driven by the twist-3 terms.
D. JAM15 distributions and moments
The final distributions for the full JAM15 fit are
displayed in Fig. 16 as a function of x at fixed
Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 , with the leading-twist PDFs and the
higher-twist distributions for different flavors shown on
the same graph for comparison. To illustrate the
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FIG. 16. Leading-twist Δuþ , Δdþ , Δsþ and Δg distributions [(a) and (b)] and the higher-twist Du;d and Hp;n distributions [(c) and (d)]
as a function of x for Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2. Panels (a) and (c) show a random sample of 100 from the 8000 IMC fits, while (b) and (d) show the
average distributions and the standard deviations computed from Eqs. (47) and (48). Note that x times the distribution is shown.

Monte Carlo aspect of the analysis, a random selection of
100 fits from the full sample of ≈8000 in the full analysis is
shown, along with the expectation values and standard
deviations for each distribution computed from Eqs. (47)
and (48) using the full sample. The Δuþ and Δdþ PDFs are
the best determined distributions from the inclusive DIS
data, with relatively small uncertainty bands. We stress that
the uncertainties here are computed unambiguously from
the Monte Carlo analysis, independent of any tolerance
criteria, which are sometimes invoked in single-fit analyses
to inflate PDF errors when fitting incompatible data sets
[3]. Integrated over all x, the lowest moments of the Δuþ
and Δdþ distributions are 0.83  0.01 and −0.42  0.01,
respectively. The contributions from the extrapolated
regions, x < 0.001 and x > 0.8, where the PDFs are not
directly constrained by data, are very small as a comparison
between the truncated and full moments in Table IV
demonstrates.
The strange-quark distribution Δsþ turns out to be
negative, constrained by a combination of Q2 evolution,
weak baryon decay constants, and the assumption of an
SU(3)-symmetric sea, Eq. (37). The value of Δsþ integrated over x is −0.10  0.01, which then implies a total
helicity carried by quarks and antiquarks of ΔΣ ¼ 0.28 
0.04 at the input scale. The extrapolated region contributes
little to the moments of the quark distributions, in contrast
to the gluon case, where the unmeasured region plays a
much more important role. In particular, while the gluon
helicity from the experimentally constrained region is
0.5  0.4, the total moment approximately doubles in
magnitude, but with a significantly larger uncertainty,
ΔG ¼ 1  15. This is reflected by the much wider error
band on the ΔgðxÞ distribution in Fig. 16 than on the

polarized quark PDFs. The uncertainty is expected to be
reduced once jet and pion production data from polarized
pp collisions are included in the analysis [40].
The difficulty in constraining the polarized gluon distribution is clearly revealed through the spread of Δg from
various global PDF parametrizations illustrated in Fig. 17.
Here the PDFs from the DSSV09 [21], AAC09 [24], BB10
[22], LSS10 [23] and NNPDF14 [28] global analyses are
compared with the JAM15 results, and with the previous
JAM13 [20] distributions. Note that the BB10 fit uses only
inclusive DIS data, similar to our analysis and JAM13,
while LSS10 includes also semi-inclusive DIS asymmetries. The other analyses consider in addition data from
polarized pp scattering with jet and π production at RHIC,
which have the strongest constraints on the gluon

TABLE IV. Lowest moments of the twist-2 PDFs Δuþ , Δdþ ,
Δsþ , ΔΣ and ΔG, the twist-3 dp2 and dn2 moments, and the x2 weighted moments hp and hn of the twist-4 distributions. The
truncated moments in the measured region x ∈ ½0.001; 0.8 and
the extrapolated full moments are shown at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 .
Moment
Δuþ
Δdþ
Δsþ
ΔΣ
ΔG
dp2
dn2
hp
hn
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Truncated

Full

0.82  0.01
−0.42  0.01
−0.10  0.01
0.31  0.03
0.5  0.4
0.005  0.002
−0.001  0.001
−0.000  0.001
0.001  0.002

0.83  0.01
−0.44  0.01
−0.10  0.01
0.28  0.04
1  15
0.005  0.002
−0.001  0.001
0.000  0.001
0.001  0.003
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FIG. 17. Comparison of the JAM15 PDFs Δuþ , Δdþ , Δsþ and Δg at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 with PDFs from other parametrizations in the
literature, including DSSV09 [21], NNPDF14 [28], BB10 [22], AAC09 [24], LSS10 [23], and JAM13 [20].

polarization, while NNPDF14 also includes W boson
asymmetries to constrain the antiquark sea.
In most of the fits the Δg PDF is positive at large x, with
a sign change at smaller x values for the DSSV09, BB10
and NNPDF14 PDFs. Even though a node is allowed in the
JAM15 parametrization, our analysis with inclusive DIS
data only does not favor a sign change. Depending on
which data sets are included in the fits, the integrated gluon
moment ΔG can vary enormously between the parametrizations. Interestingly, the latest analysis by de Florian et al.
[9] of the recent high-statistics jet data from RHIC also
gives a positive Δg distribution, qualitatively similar to the
JAM15 result, with no indication of a sign change in the
measured x region.
The sign of the Δsþ distribution is consistent with that
found in previous global PDF analyses based on inclusive
DIS data, as Fig. 17 illustrates. As a function of x, the shape
of the JAM15 Δsþ is slightly harder than for other PDF
parametrizations, which stems from the inclusion of the
Jefferson Lab Hall B data [14,15] and the correlations with
the polarized u and d distributions (see below). A softer
polarized strange distribution could be obtained by enforcing a larger value for the b parameter in Eq. (35), as is
assumed in many of the single-fit PDF analyses. In our
IMC analysis we allow the strange-quark b parameter in
the initial sampling to be as large as 10; however, the
Monte Carlo fits prefer smaller values. In contrast to the
negative Δsþ obtained from the analysis of DIS asymmetries, inclusion of the semi-inclusive kaon production data
in the DSSV09 and LSS10 fits induces a positive Δsþ at
x ≳ 0.05. Currently the tension between the inclusive and
semi-inclusive DIS data and their impact on the sign of the
polarized strange distribution is not completely understood

[88,89], and the definitive extraction of Δsþ will require
careful treatment of all processes to which strange quarks
contribute, as well as a reliable determination of fragmentation functions.
For the much better determined Δuþ and Δdþ distributions, the shapes and magnitudes from the JAM15 fit are
generally similar to those found in previous analyses, but
with some important features. The Δuþ PDF is slightly
higher at intermediate x ≈ 0.3–0.5 than in most of the other
analyses, as was the case for the JAM13 distribution, but
overall the spread between the different parametrizations is
relatively small. The BB10 and AAC09 Δuþ distributions
have the smallest magnitude at the peak, ≈20% smaller
than JAM15.
The Δdþ distribution, on the other hand, is somewhat
less negative at x ≳ 0.1 than the JAM13 result, but similar
to the DSSV09 and AAC09 distributions. Interestingly, the
JAM15 Δdþ PDF is also similar to the “reference” fit from
the JAM13 analysis [20], which did not include any nuclear
smearing or finite-Q2 corrections. As shown in Ref. [20],
nuclear smearing and higher-twist corrections in particular
render Δdþ more negative for x ≳ 0.2. Inclusion of the new
Jefferson Lab data make Δdþ less negative, countering the
effects of the nuclear and hadronic corrections. Because of
the weak baryon constraints on the moments of the quark
PDFs, many aspects of the Δuþ , Δdþ and Δsþ distributions and their uncertainties are strongly correlated.
Compared with the JAM13 distributions, for example,
the shift in the JAM15 Δdþ PDF towards more positive
values at x ≳ 0.2 is directly correlated with the shift of the
Δsþ toward more negative values at similar x, to allow a
similar quality fit to the observables. In this respect the
flavor singlet moment ΔΣ is relatively stable between the
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different fits, with central values ranging from 0.24 in the
NNPDF14 analysis [28] to 0.34 in the BB10 fit [22]
at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 .
In the higher-twist sector, as indicated in Fig. 15, the
twist-3 distributions Du and Dd acquire unambiguous
positive and negative signs, respectively, at large x values,
with magnitudes clearly different from zero. Of most
physical interest are the x2 -weighted moments of Du and
Dd , which we find to be Du ð3; Q2 Þ ¼ 0.013  0.005 and
Dd ð3; Q2 Þ ¼ −0.005  0.003 at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 . Taking the
appropriate charge squared-weighted combination of these,
one finds that for the proton the twist-3 contribution is
large, while for the neutron it mostly cancels. This
correlates with the larger higher-twist effects observed
for the proton asymmetries at low Q2 in Figs. 8 and 9
than in the corresponding asymmetries for 3 He (“neutron”),
and to some extent also the deuteron.
The moments hp and hn of the twist-4 distributions are
all compatible with zero, for both the truncated and full
moments. This observation gives confidence that the twist3 PDFs, and consequently the d2 moments, in our analysis
are determined reliably, without significant contamination
from subleading contributions of higher twist.
The Q2 dependence of the d2 moments for the proton
and neutron from the JAM15 analysis is presented in
Fig. 18(a) for Q2 between 1 and 5 GeV2 . Note that
the quoted JAM15 d2 values contain only twist-3 contributions, without TMCs [see Eq. (24)], while the corresponding experimental moments in principle contain
contributions beyond twist-3 as well as target mass effects.
For ease of notation, we will omit the explicit label “ðτ3Þ”
from the JAM15 d2 moments in the following. As expected
from the values for the Du and Dd moments discussed
above, the proton dp2 moment is positive and 1–2σ
away from zero, decreasing gradually from its value

¼ 0.005  0.002 at Q2 ¼ 1 GeV2 with increasing Q2 .
The neutron dn2 moment, on the other hand, is negative and
much smaller in magnitude, but consistent with zero within
the uncertainties, dn2 ¼ −0.001  0.001. Remarkably, without the new Jefferson Lab data, the values of d2 extracted
from the global analysis (yellow curves in Fig. 15) would
be 0.005  0.002 for the proton and 0.005  0.005 for the
neutron. Thus, while the proton d2 moment is essentially
unchanged, the neutron central value changes sign,
although still consistent with zero. This effect is mostly
driven by the new 3 He data from Hall A [17,18]. The results
in Fig. 18 therefore represent the most reliable determination of the twist-3 d2 moments in global QCD analyses
to date.
Our extracted d2 values can also be compared with first
principles calculations of the d2 matrix elements of local
twist-3 operators in lattice QCD. In their simulations, the
QCDSF/UKQCD Collaboration found dp2 ¼ 0.004ð5Þ and
dn2 ¼ −0.001ð3Þ at a scale of Q2 ¼ 5 GeV2 [90], which
agrees well with the JAM15 values, as Fig. 18(a)
demonstrates.
Comparisons with d2 moments extracted from the g1 and
g2 structure functions measured in several SLAC and
Jefferson Lab experiments are illustrated in Fig. 18(b)
and listed in Table V. In the case of the SLAC E155x
experiment, the d2 values are extrapolated from the
measured region to x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 1, while in the
Jefferson Lab experiments only the truncated moments
over the measured regions are reported. With the exception
of the E06-014 data [18], which partially extend into the
DIS region, the truncated moments for the Jefferson Lab
experiments [19,91,92] are restricted entirely to the nucleon
resonance region. Note that we do not include the nucleon
elastic contribution in any of the experimental or theoretical
moments. Agreement between the purely resonant

dp2

FIG. 18. d2 moments of the proton and neutron computed from the JAM15 twist-3 Du and Dd distributions and compared with
(a) lattice QCD calculations [90], and (b) moments extracted from the g1 and g2 structure functions from several SLAC [81] and
Jefferson Lab [18,19,91,92] experiments (filled symbols), with the JAM15 results (open symbols) corresponding to the experimentally
measured regions. The E155x results include extrapolations into unmeasured regions at low and high x, while the Jefferson Lab results
are mostly from the resonance region.
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TABLE V. d2 moments of the proton and neutron g1;2 structure functions from the SLAC E155x [81] and Jefferson Lab RSS [91,92],
E01-012 [19] and E06-014 [18] experiments, compared with the d2 moments computed from the JAM15 twist-3 Du;d distributions. The
Q2 values and the W and x ranges for each experiment are given. The E155x d2 values include extrapolations into unmeasured regions,
while the others are truncated moments over the measured regions only. The errors on the JAM15 values are given to the relevant number
of significant figures, while the experimental results are quoted from the respective publications.
Experiment
E155x
RSS

E01-012

E06-014

Reference

Target

Q2 (GeV2 )

W range (GeV)

[81]
[81]
[91]
[92]
[92]
[19]
[19]
[19]
[19]
[18]
[18]

p
n
p
p
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

5.00
5.00
1.30
1.28
1.28
1.20
1.80
2.40
3.00
3.21
4.32

>M
>M
[1.06, 2.01]
[1.08, 1.91]
[1.08, 1.91]
[1.04, 1.38]
[1.09, 1.56]
[1.07, 1.50]
[1.10, 1.61]
[1.11, 3.24]
[1.17, 3.72]

empirical contributions to d2 and the twist-3 truncated
moments from the JAM15 PDFs would therefore imply the
validity of quark-hadron duality for the twist-3 spin
distribution functions. Conversely, any differences between
these may be interpreted as a violation of duality [93].
In fact, most of the experimental points for both protons
and neutrons show reasonable agreement with the JAM15
d2 values within the experimental and PDF errors. An
exception is the lower-Q2 point from Jefferson Lab E06014, which is about 2σ lower than the JAM15 result, and
the SLAC E155x neutron value at Q2 ¼ 5 GeV2 , which is
significantly higher (albeit with sizable uncertainty) than
any of the other neutron d2 results at lower Q2 and the
JAM15 fit. Future data from Jefferson Lab at 12 GeV [94]
may enable the neutron d2 moment to be determined more
precisely up to Q2 ≈ 6 GeV2 .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have performed a new global QCD analysis of spindependent parton distributions including all available
inclusive DIS data on longitudinal and transverse polarization asymmetries from experiments at CERN, SLAC and
DESY, and new high-precision measurements from
Jefferson Lab. The analysis is the first performed using a
newly developed fitting strategy based on data resampling
and cross-validation, the key feature of which is the
iterative methodology. This approach is fundamentally
data driven, with the prior parameters that are initially
distributed from flat sampling across parameter space
iteratively transformed into posteriors that are distributed
consistently with the information contained in the data and
its uncertainties.
One of the main advantages of the iterative Monte Carlo
approach is that by sampling over a large parameter space
one can avoid introducing biases that are inherent in
standard single-fit analyses that assume a specific set of

x range
[0,
[0,
[0.29,
[0.32,
[0.32,
[0.54,
[0.54,
[0.64,
[0.64,
[0.25,
[0.25,

1]
1]
0.84]
0.82]
0.82]
0.86]
0.86]
0.90]
0.90]
0.90]
0.90]

d2 ðJAM15Þ

d2 ðexpÞ

0.003(1)
−0.0007ð7Þ
0.004(2)
0.004(2)
−0.0005ð8Þ
−0.0001ð6Þ
0.0000(4)
0.0000(3)
0.0000(3)
−0.0005ð7Þ
−0.0005ð6Þ

0.0032(17)
0.0079(48)
0.0057(9)
0.0037(5)
0.0015(12)
0.00186(156)
−0.00032ð177Þ
−0.00055ð118Þ
0.00080(137)
−0.00261ð79Þ
0.00004(83)

initial fitting parameters. Since the χ 2 is a highly nonlinear
function of the fit parameters, in the presence of multiple
solutions any single fit can be stuck in a local minimum and
yield unreliable results for the PDFs. This is particularly
relevant for the higher-twist distributions, for which there is
considerably less experience in global fitting. Furthermore,
being based on statistical error analysis, the IMC procedure
allows for the unambiguous determination of PDF errors,
without the need for introducing any tolerance criteria
when handling numerous data sets.
Our aim has been to maximally utilize the available data
over the greatest range of kinematics which the theoretical
perturbative QCD description permits. To this end we
evaluated both the longitudinal and transverse asymmetries
consistently up to Oð1=Q2 Þ corrections, which necessitates
including twist-3 and twist-4 contributions to the g1
structure function and twist-3 corrections to g2 , as well
as the known target mass corrections to the leading-twist
and twist-3 terms. In addition, we accounted for nuclear
smearing effects, including finite-Q2 corrections to these,
for data on deuterium and 3 He targets, which constitutes
about 1=3 of the total database. To empirically determine
the optimal kinematic range over which the data can be
reliably fitted, we studied the sensitivity of the results to the
choice of cuts on W 2 and Q2 . By examining the stability of
the moments of the extracted PDFs with respect to the cuts,
we could ascertain that the limits W 2cut ¼ 4 GeV2 and
Q2cut ¼ 1 GeV2 correspond to the boundary of the applicability of the current global analysis.
Overall a very good description of the global inclusive
DIS data set has been obtained in our fit, over the entire
range of Q2 and x covered by the preferred cuts. Of the
approximately 2500 data points in the global data set,
around 1400 have been added with the inclusion of the new
high-precision Jefferson Lab data, especially at lower Q2
and W 2 . The impact of the new data has been a general
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reduction of the uncertainties on the leading-twist and
higher-twist distributions in the measured region.
For the Δuþ and Δdþ distributions, the new PDFs are
qualitatively similar to those found in previous global
analyses, with Δuþ slightly higher at intermediate x values,
while Δdþ is somewhat less negative at large x ≳ 0.1 than
in the previous JAM13 fit [20]. One of the limitations of the
inclusive DIS-only analysis is the introduction of large
correlations between the nonstrange and strange-quark
PDFs, which results in a slightly harder Δsþ distribution,
but one which has a clear negative sign. Furthermore, with
the addition of the lower-Q2 Jefferson Lab data, the gluon
distribution, which is constrained here mainly through Q2
evolution, becomes positive across all x values, and is
remarkably similar to the latest fit from Ref. [9] that
includes the recent RHIC jet data.
The biggest impact of the Jefferson Lab data, however, is
in the higher-twist sector, where the new high-precision
asymmetries on the proton and deuteron from CLAS in
Hall B [14–16] and on 3 He from Hall A [17,18] allow the
flavor dependence of the twist-3 distributions Du and Dd to
be determined. In particular, we find that the sign of the Dd
PDF changes from positive to negative, which directly
impacts the determination of the twist-3 d2 moments of the
neutron. Thus while the proton dp2 moment remains large
(on the scale of previous measurements) and positive, the
new neutron dn2 moment becomes negative, although still
compatible with zero to within 1σ. Interestingly, the JAM15
d2 results agree well with the available lattice QCD
calculations at Q2 ¼ 5 GeV2 [90] for both the proton
and neutron, but disagree with the magnitude and sign
of the neutron dn2 moment extracted from the SLAC E155x
experiment [81].
In the future, data from 12 GeV Jefferson Lab experiments will allow the d2 moments to be determined more
precisely in the DIS region at higher Q2 values [94], and
also provide stronger constraints on the large-x behavior of
PDFs through precise measurements of polarization asymmetries over a greater range of Q2 and W 2 [95,96]. In the
shorter term, the current analysis will be extended to

include semi-inclusive DIS asymmetries, which will
place stronger constraints on the sea quark polarization,
as well as jet and π production asymmetries in polarized pp
collisions [40]. In view of the importance of determining
the proton spin decomposition into its constituent components, it will be of great interest to explore the emergent
picture for the sea quark and gluon polarization within the
IMC approach.
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APPENDIX: NOTATIONS
In this appendix we provide for convenience a summary
of the notations used in this work for several common
moments of twist-2, twist-3 and twist-4 distributions. In
general, we define the Nth Mellin moment of a function
fðxÞ by
Z 1
2
f ðN; Q Þ ¼
dxxN−1 fðx; Q2 Þ;
ðA1Þ
0

which is a continuous functions of N. To distinguish the
moments f ðN; Q2 Þ from the x-dependent distributions
fðx; Q2 Þ, we denote these in boldface. Table VI summarizes the different notations used according to Eq. (A1) here
and elsewhere in the literature.

TABLE VI. Summary of notations used in this work for some moments of twist-2, twist-3 and twist-4
distributions, including the formal notation as defined in Eq. (A1) and the definitions in terms of integrals of PDFs
and structure functions.
Shorthand
ΔΣðQ2 Þ
ΔGðQ2 Þ
d2 ðQ2 Þ
ðτ3Þ

d2 ðQ2 Þ
hðQ2 Þ

P

Formal

q Δq

þ ð1; Q2 Þ

Δgð1; Q2 Þ
2g1 ð3; Q2 Þ þ 3g2 ð3; Q2 Þ
ðτ3Þ

Definition
P R1
þ
2
qR 0 dxΔq ðx; Q Þ
1
2
0 dxΔgðx; Q Þ
R1
2
2
2
dxx
½2g
1 ðx; Q Þ þ 3g2 ðx; Q Þ
0

ðτ3Þ

2g1 ð3; Q2 Þ þ 3g2 ð3; Q2 Þ
P
¼ q e2q Dq ð3; Q2 Þ
Hð3; Q2 Þ
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R1
0

ðτ3Þ

ðτ3Þ

dxx2 ½2g1 ðx; Q2 Þ þ 3g2 ðx; Q2 Þ
R1
0

dxx2 Hðx; Q2 Þ
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